Version 1

Maja's knitted bloomers 2.0
YARN: 200 gr Gästrike 2 tr / alt. Järbo 2 tr ull (100 % wool. Approx. 100 gr = 300 meter.)
SIZE: M/L (Would you like to make another size? Instructions for adjusting the pattern to other sizes can be found below)
FITS HIPWIDTH: 104-110 cm (41,5" - 44")
CIRCULAR NEEDLES 2,5 mm (40 cm and 60 cm /16" and 24)
DOUBLE POINTED NEEDLES: 2,5 mm
GAUGE: 28 stitches and 40 rows = 10 x 10 cm (4" x 4")
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES
Short row: When knitting short rows, wrap the yarn around the stitches in this way: On the right side: With the yarn in front of the
work, transfer the next stitch to the right needle. Move the yarn to the back of the work and transfer the stitch back to the left needle.
Turn. When knitting a wrapped stitch, knit through both the stitch and the wrap at the same time. On the wrong side: With the yarn at
the back of the the work, transfer the next stitch to the right needle. Move the yarn to the front of the work and transfer the stitch back
to the left needle. Turn. When you encounter a wrapped stitch, knit through both the stitch and the wrap at the same time.
Increase 1 stitch below: Insert the right needle into the top loop of the stitch below the next stitch on your left needle, pick it up and
put it on the left needle. Knit this new stitch through the front loop, then knit the original stitch.
WAIST
With the longer size 2,5 mm circular needle and Gästrike 2 tr cast on 160 stitches. Join in the round and work in rib pattern (k2, p2)
until the rib measures 20 cm (8").
MIDDLE PART
Row 1: *Work rib pattern (k2, p2) over 38 stitches, k42*, repeat *-* once.
Increase row A: **Place marker, *k2, p2* repeat *-* 8 more times more, k2, place marker, increase 1 stitch below in each of the
following 42 stitches**, repeat from **-** once = 244 stitches.
Row 3: *Work rib pattern (k2, p2) over 38 stitches, k84*, repeat *-* once.
Increase row B: *Work rib pattern (k2, p2) over 38 m, increase 1 stitch below, k84, increase 1 stitch below*, repeat *-* once. (You
have now increased 4 stitches) Repeat increase row B every 5th row 6 more times (a total of 7 times). All other rows are worked as
row 3 = 272 stitches. Work row 3 until the middle part measures 13 cm (5,2").
Shape the back with short rows:
Note! Don´t forget to knit the wrapped stitches together with the wraps at the same time when you encounter them.
Short row 1: Work in rib pattern (k2, p2) over 38 stitches, k100, p2, k1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 2: P1, k2, p102, k2, p1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 3: K1, p2, k102, p2, k2, p2, k1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 4: P1 k2, p2, k2, p102, k2, p2, k2, p1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 5: K1, p2, k2, p2, k102, (p2, k2) twice, p2, k1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 6: P1, (k2, p2) twice, k2, p102, (k2, p2) twice, k2, p1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 7: K1, (p2, k2) twice, p2, k102, (p2, k2) 3 times, p2, k2, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 8: P1, (k2, p2) 3 times, k2, p102, (k2, p2) 3 times, k2, p1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short row 9: K1, (P2, K2) 3 times, p2, k102, (p2, k2) 4 times, p2, k1, wrap the next stitch and turn.
Short rows 10-16: Continue working short rows as described, but work 4 extra stitches at the end of the row before you wrap and
turn. Work one row, following the instructions for row 3. Cut the yarn. Leave all stiches, except the middle 18 front stitches, on the
circular needle. Transfer the 18 middle stitches to a double pointed needle (there are now 40 stitches on either side before the
beginning of the ribbed side wedges).
WEDGE FOR CROTCH
Work back and forth in stocking stitch over the 18 stitches on the double pointed needle until the wedge measures 11 cm (4,4"). End
with a purl row. Then increase 1 stitch in each side on every other row 6 times. Note: The increases are worked on the knit rows, with
the right side facing. Cut the yarn but leave a tail for grafting. Put the 30 stitches in the middle of the back on a double pointed needle
and transfer the remaining stitches to 2 other needles. Graft the crotch wedge together with the 30 stitches on the double pointed
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needle in the middle of the back, as shown in the drawing. This will result in an unvisible seam. On each side of the crotch wedge
there are 34 stitches before the ribbed side wedges.
LEG RIBBING
Put half the remaining stitches on a circular needle = 112 stitches.
Right leg: With the right side facing: Beginning in the middle of the crotch wedge pick up 14 stitches, k34, 38 in rib pattern, k40 and
end with picking up 14 stitches along the remaining part of wedge = 140 stitches. Join and knit in the round in rib pattern (k2, p2) for
12 rows. Cast off in rib pattern. Cut the yarn.
Left leg: With the right side facing: Beginning in the middle of the crotch wedge pick up 14 stitches, k40, 38 in rib pattern, k34 and
end with picking up 14 stitches along the remaining part of the wedge = 140 stitches. Join and knit in the round in rib pattern (k2, p2)
for 12 rows. Cast off in rib pattern. Cut the yarn. Weave in ends.

Instructions for adjusting the pattern:
The instructions are based on my waist size 72 cm, which is equivalent to size medium (29"). To make a smaller or larger size,
decrease or increase the number of stitches you cast on with a number that divide by 4. Two stitches in rib pattern roughly measures
1 cm (0,4"). Work the side ribbing according to the instructions but change the number of stitches for the stocking stitch parts in back
and front respectively with half of the number of stitches you have added or subtracted. After the ribbing, follow the principles for the
original waist size and increase 1 stitch below in each of these stitches. My hip width is 104 cm (41,5") and the intructions cover a
width of 104-110 cm (41,5" - 44"). If you need to change the width over the hips you can do fewer or more side increses. If you decide
to do more increses I recommend that you place them closer than on every 5th row, If you use a long circular needle, you can try the
knickers on and check the fit as you knit!
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Tips & Shortcuts
Yarn alternative: Please be aware that the gauge (tension), yarn quantity and the shape of the work varies if you use another yarn
(even in the same yarn group).
To avoid problems: Read entirely through the pattern before you begin.
Gauge (tension): Always knit/crochet a gauge swatch according to the recommendations. If you get a different gauge, try with a
smaller or larger needle size. If the gauge isn't correct the work may be a different shape and size.
To make it easier to follow the instructions, use a colored pencil or highlighter to mark your size.
Chart: To make it easier to follow the chart, use a ruler under the on-going row.
Tips för hand dyed yarn: Make sure you have enough yarn to complete your project. The colors may vary from time to time. To get
a smooth color mix, you can alternate between two skeins: knit two rows from one and two rows from another skein.

Abbreviations
Knitting
alt=alternately, approx.=approximately, beg=begin, bl=back loop, BO=bind off, cc=contrasting color, cn=cable needle, CO=cast on,
col=color, cont=continue, dec=decrease, dpn(s)=double-pointed needles, fl=front loop, g st=garter stitch, inc=increase, k1f&b=knit in
front and back loop of same stitch, k=knit (stitch), k2tog=knit two stitches together (right-slanting decrease), kw=knitwise, LH=left
hand needle, m=marker, mm=millimeters, mc=main color, p=purl (stitch), patt=pattern, pm=place marker, pw=purlwise, rep=repeat,
rnd(s)=round/rounds, RH=right hand needle, RM=remove marker, RS=right side, sl=slip, sl m=slip marker, ssk=slip, slip, knit,
st(s)=stitches, St st=stockinette/stocking stitch, tog=together, WS=wrong side, wyib=with yarn in back, wyif=with yarn in front, yo=yarn
over
Crocheting
approx.=approximately, beg=begin, bl=back loop, ch=chain stitch, col=color, cont=continue, dc=double crochet, dec=decrease,
dtr=double treble crochet, fl=front loop, hdc=half double crochet, htr=half treble crochet, inc=increase, m=marker, mc=main color,
rep=repeat, rnd/rnds=round/rounds, RS=right side, sc=single crochet, sl st=slip stitch, sts=stitches, tog=together, tr=treble crochet, tr
tr=triple treble crochet, WS=wrong side, yo=yarn over
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